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On approximation by arbitrary systems in ¿"-spaces 
N G U Y E N X U A N K Y 
Dedicated to Professor László Leindler on his 50th birthday 
1. Introduction. Let — °O<ü<6<OO5 p=b—a. Let L2=L2[p] be the space 
of all square integrable functions defined on ( — ° = ) which are /^-periodic. The 
norm in I?[p] is defined by 
\ \ f \ \ ^ { } \ f ( x ) \ 2 d x f \ fiL2[p}. 
a 
Let í> = {<P*K=o b e a complete orthonormal system in L2[p]. For / i , / 2 , ... 
...,fn£L?[p] let us denote by [ f u f 2 , ...,/„] the linear span of / l 5 / 2 , . . . , /„. For 
any feL2[p] let 
(1) En = Ef ( f ) = inf \\f-qh, « = 0,1,2, . . . 
be the n-th best approximation of / with respect to the system <P. We know that 
E%(f) can be given by the generalized Fourier coefficients o f / with respect to the 
system <£, more precisely, 
E f ( f ) = [ ¿ c2k(f)Y'2, „ = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . 
where 
b 
Ck(f) = / f(x)<pk(x) dx, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
a 
In this paper we give an answer to the following question due to Prof. L. 
Leindler: Characterize those orthonormal systems <P for which 
£*(/) S ca>(f, 1/«), V/€¿2[/>], « = 1 , 2 , . . . 
where co(f, <5) denotes the; Z.2-modulus of continuity o f / , i.e. 
co(J, Ó) = sup \\f(x + h)-f(x)\\2. 
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2. Lemmas. We need the following lemmas. 
L e m m a 1. Let f?n>0 (n= 1, 2, ...). Suppose tliat the system <P= o con~ 
tains a constant function, say: cp0=C. The following statements are equivalent: 
a) There exists an absolute constant Cl such that 
(3) Efto^CMf.e»), yf€L*[p\. 
b) There exists an absolute constant C2 such that 
(4) E?{F) ^ C.,on|]/|j,,, V/€L2[P1 
X 
where F(x)= f f(t)dt. 
a 
P r o o f . 1. a) — b): Let / t>0. By the formula 
h 
F(x + h)-F(x)= f f ( x + t)dt 
0 
we have 
||i-(je+li)-JF(jc)B« = \\f f ( x + ')dt\\2 s / ||/(- +0M' = f m * d t = h\\f\U . 
0 0 0 
hence co(F, So, from a) we obtain 
En(F)sCMFQn)^Cl8n\\fh-
This proves (4). 
2. b)—a): We apply the transform of.Steklov: Let 
/.(*) = Qn1 J f ( x + t)dt, x£[a, b\. 
o 
Then f„(x) is absolute continuous, therefore f„(x) is an integral function of /„ ' : 
/,W = //„'(0 dt+Ua) = /,(*)+/»(*)• 
a 
Since the system contains the constant function we have En(fn)=E„(fn). On 
the other hand, we have 
Wf-U, = II«.-1 / " ( / ( * + > ) - / M l dt\\2 * «(/; <?„), 
0 
ll/B'IU = + ^ Q^COif ft,), •••• 
Hence we obtain by (4): 
EM) = EniJn) + \\f-L,h s C2Q„\\J'n\U+a>if <?„) (I + C 2 ) w ( / q„). 
This proves (3). 
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Now, we introduce the following class of functions: . 
Ln = [<Po, <Pi, <P»l ti =_{g€f'[/»]: (g, q) = 0, V?€A,}, n = 0, 1, 2, ... 
b 
where (g,q)= f g(x)q(x)dx. If the system <P is complete, then this definition is 
a 
equivalent to the following: 
(5) l i = {g = 2 ct<pt: 2 » = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . . 
A=rt+1 *=n+l 
We notice that L„ and L^ are (linear and closed) subspaces of L?[p\. 
L e m m a 2. (4) is equivalent to the following : 
(6) ||G||a S Ca0nl|g|U» Vg6Li-, « = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . 
Jf 
where G(JC) = J g(t) dt. 
a 
P r o o f . Let f£L?[p] and let S ( f ) be the generalized Fourier series o f / w i t h 
respect to the system <P, that is 
S ( f ) = 2 ck(f)<pk k=0 
where 
. 6 
<*(/) = f f(x)<pk(x) dx, k = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . . a 
We have by the minimum property of an orthonormal system: 
£ - • ( / ) =11. 2 Q(/)%||„ *=n+l 
or, equivalently, 
• :. b 
(7) En(f)=sup ff(x)g(x)dx, « = 0 , 1 , : . . . 
: tCL* a 
llill.si 
Now, we apply this formula for the proof of Lemma 2. 
a) ( 6 ) - ( 4 ) : Let f£LB, g£L±, | | * | | 8 s l , and let 
G(x) = / g(t)dt, F(x) = //(0<"-
a a 
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We have by integration by parts and (6): 
/ F(x)g(x) dx = FG\ba - / f(x)G(x) dx = 
a a 
= f f(x)G(x)dxS\\/UG\U^ C . f c j / 1 , . 
a 
(we notice that since and <pa=C, we have G(a)=G(b)=0). From the last 
inequality we obtain (4) by an application of (7). 
b) (4)—(6): Let f€L2, g ^ , \\g\\2s\. Since 
f Fix)g{x)dx= J G(x)/(x)dx, 
a a 
from (4) and (7) we have 
(8) f Xx)G(x)dx*Cte.m-
a 
Now, let 0 b e fixed. Let g*=gl\\g\W, then and | |g*ll2=l. Let 
X ' 
G*(x) = f g*(t)dt. 
a 
From (8) we obtain: 
/ f(x)G*(x)dx S C 2 e„ | i / | 2 , V/€L2[p], 
a 
Hence, \\G*\\2^C2Qn from which it follows that ||G||2^CsQnWgh* This proves (6). 
Now let us denote by / the integral operator, that is, 
X 
If{x)= J f(t)dt,f£LnP], xe[a,b), 
a 
and let If{x) be a p-periodic function. We know that the operator / is a bounded 
linear operator of the space L? to L2. Let /„: 'L^ — L2[p] be the restriction of I to 
the space L^ , and let | | |/n | | | denote the norm o f / „ , that is, 
(9) | | | / J | | = sup | | /„g| |2= sup (|/g||2. 
llsll.si llsll.si 
Then we have 
0 0 ) U / g M I I I / J I I I g h , g e t f , 
so that (6) is always true for C2g l l=|| | / I , | | | . 
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Therefore we have: 
L e m m a 3. Let A„=|| | /n | | | ( « = 0 , 1 , 2 , ...). 
a) We have 
(11) ¿?n(F) ^ A J / | | 2 , \/f£L*[p], 
where F(x)=//(*). 
b) The order A„ is best possible, this means that if for A^>0: 
E„(F) S A„||/| |2, V/€L2[/>], 
then A>A„ ( « = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . ) . 
P r o o f , a) is proved above. Claim b) follows from the fact that if E„(F)S 
V/<E£2[/>], then by Lemma 2 we have hence 
we obtain by the definition of the norm |||/B | | | that A ^ | | | / n | | | = A B . 
In the following we consider only a complete or thonormal system ^={cp0,<p1,...} 
which satisfies the following conditions: 
(12) (p0(t) = C (constant), 
(13) for « = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , 
We remark that the condition (13) is equivalent to the following: for n = 0 , 1, 2, ... , 
if then /g6Ln x . 
L e m m a 4. Let (P={(p0, q>x, ...} be the complete orthonormal system satisfying 
(12) and (13). Let \j)k=Iq>k, fc=0,1,2,..., where I denotes the integral operator. 
Then for « = 0 , 1 , 2 , ... the system is complete, linearly independent in the 
subspace L„ . 
P r o o f , a) is linearly independent. Suppose that ak (k = n-1-1, 
n + 2 , ..., n+m) are real numbers satisfying 
n+m 
2 «k*k = o. 
k=n+1 
Then by differentiation we have 
n+m 
2 ak<pk = o * = n + l 
hence a t = 0 (k=n+1,..., n+m), since {<p*}j~»o i s independent, 
b) {i/ifc}"=n+1 is complete in L f . Suppose that g € L £ satisfies 
/ g(x)4>k(x)dx = Q (fesn+l): 
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Let /g=G(x) . Integrating by parts we obtain (by (12) we have \j/k(a)=\lik(b)=Q 
for £ & n + l > 0 ) : 
b b 
(14) 0 = / g (x ) .K(x)dx = / G(x)Mx)dx (k^n+l). 
a a 
Since by (13) we have that is 
fG(x)q>k{x)dx = 0 (ksn) 
a 
and so (14) is valid for every k = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . from which it follows by the completeness 
of the system $={<pt}~=0 that G(x)=0, therefore g(x)=C (constant). But 
so by (12) we have g(x)=C=0. 
Let now «G0 and fixed. Let iA„+2> •••}• Since <Pn is linearly inde-
pendent (Lemma 4), by the process of Gram—Schmidt we obtain the orthonormal 
system //=(/»!, ...)crL^- as follows. For m = 1,2, ... let 
(15) AM = = 
+ 'L+iM^ + i, </»„+a)-- №n+i, tn+m) 
0A„+2> ^ + 1 ) ^ + 2 , +2) ••• (IA„+2, >A„+m) 
0K + m> tn + JWn + n,, *l>n + i) OL + m, ^n + D,) 
be the 7»-th Gram—Schmidt's determinant of the system Let 
be the cofactor of an element ( /= 1,2, . . . , w). We define the following infinite 
m a t r i x : . . . . . . 
1 Aa(«f,) A s W 
(16) /!(<£„) = ( « № = i = 0 
From the matrix ;4(i>„) we define the matrix Am(<P„): 
«<?> a® ... affi 
0 a® ... < > 
= ( « № = 1 -(17) = 
0 0 . . . ¿ » J 
Let Bm(<Pn)=A~\$„) be the inverse matrix of A„,(<!>„): 
(18) 
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From the the matrix В,„(Ф„) (m = 1 , 2 , ...) we define the infinite matrix: 
(19) i W = ( 0 , № = i • 
The process of Gram—Schmidt gives the following formula: 
(20) Фп А (Ф„) = H, НВ(Ф„) = Фя 
where Ф„ А(Ф„) and НВ(Ф„) denote the usual products of matrices (infinite matrices). 
Now we return to the determination of the exact value of |||/„|||. Let g£ L,|. 
Then we have 
g= Z ck<pk, ¡g||2 = ( 2 ck)m-k=a+1 k=n+1 
Since the operator I is linear and continuous (in the metric of L2), we have 
Ig= 2 cki<pk= 2 скфк = 2d,ih к=)1 +1 k=n+l / = 1 
where 
(21) d = СВ(Ф„) 
with.•C=(C„+1 , C„+ 2 , .. ), d=(d1, d2, .:.). By Parseval's formula we have 
(22) \\Ig\\ 2 = (2<ЧУ*. i=i 
Let /2 denote the Hilbert space of all sequences с—(c l5 c2, ...) for which ||c||(s= 
=( 2 c2)1/2<oo. Now, from (21), (22) we obtain 
jt=i 
(23) | | | / n | | | = sup | / g | | 2 = sup ¡С5(ФЯ)||, :. 
.11.11,« 
Finally, from (23), by a known theorem of functional analysis (see e.g. Л. В. Кан-
торович—Г. П. Акилов [1], p. 193) we have 
(24)' | | |/„|| | = sup max p.j[B*{<Pn)Bm{<Pm)} 
m i l l a ^ s m 
where B*(<Pn) denotes the adjoint matrix of Bm(<Pn) and A.j[B*(<Pn)Bm(€>n)] denotes 
an eigenvalue of the matrix B*($n)Bm(4>„). 
3. So, the formula (24), and Lemmas 1, 3 prove the following theorem. 
T h e o r e m . Lei # = {<pJr=o be a complete orthonormal system in L2[p], which 
satisfies the conditions (12) and (13). Let Bm($„) be the matrix defined by (IS), (16), 
(17), (18), and let be the eigenvalues of the self-adjoint matrix 5* ($n)Bm(<Pn). Let 
(25) e„ = &ЛФ) = sup max , n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
m S 1 l s j s m 
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Then we have 
a) E*{f) S C,co(f, Qn), V/<EL2[/>], » = 1 , 2 , . . . 
where C3 is an absolute constant (we can select C3=2; see the proof of Lemma 2); 
b) Q„ is best possible, that is if En(f)sCt<a(f, g'„), V/C¿2, n = l , 2, . . . , then 
e„ = 0(6'n). 
R e m a r k 1. Let Q(p) be the set of all functions / , which are absolute con-
tinuous in [a,b] and for which f'£L2[p], | | / ' | | 2=sl . Let 
= sup E f ( f ) and dn(Q)= inf E?(Q), « = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , 
fta ví? 
where y denotes the class of orthonormal systems in L2[p]; d„(Q) is called the 
n-th width of the set Q. If for some we have d„(Q)=E?*(Q);n=0, 1, 2, ... , 
then we say that <P* is an extremal system for the set Q. 
Let now T be the trigonometric system 
y _ í 1 cos a: sin* cos nx sin nx j 
\ f b i ' f¡¡ ' f ñ ' ' " ' fit ' f ñ '"'i' 
We know that for a set Q=i2(2n)dL2[2n], the system T is an éxtremal system in 
L2[2TT], a n d 
d„[i2(2«)] = E„T[Q(2«)] = l/(« + l), « = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
(See e.g. G . G . LORENTZ [2] p . 140.) So the system 
is orthonormal in L?[p] \ it is an extremal system for the set Q=Q(p)czL?[p\ and 
(26) dn[Q(p)\ = E?'[Q(p)] = (l/(n + l))(2n/p), n = 0, 1, 2 , . . . . 
We return to the definition of gn($). We have 
(27) g„(<P) = 1114111= sup ¡|/g||2 ^ sup £ * ( / / ) = £ f ( f l ) , n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
ma 
llill,si 
From (26) and (27) we obtain that 
(28) fi,(*)s(2K//0(l/(» + l)), « = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . . 
R e m a r k 2. From the above theorem and (28) it follows that for some ortho-
normal system $ satisfying (12) and (13), the following statements are equivalent: 
a) E f { f ) S. Cs(o(f, 1/«), fZL*[p], « = 1 , 2 , , . . , 
' b) (2it//»)(l/(« + l ) ) s & ( t f ) s C , ( l / i « ) , « = 1 , 2 , . . . , 
where gn(i>) is defined by (25); C5 and C6 denote absolute constants. 
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R e m a r k 3. For the trigonometric system T, the following inequalities are valid 
(for & ( D = l / ( « + l ) ) : 
E j { f ) == ClQn{T)\\f'l №L*[2n], f'CL2[2n], 
\\t'n\ ^ c s e - \ T ) \ \ t n \ \ , v/„er„ 
where T„ denotes the set of all trigonometric polynomials of order at most n, and 
C , = C 8 = 1 . The two inequalities in (29) play an important role in the proofs of the 
direct and converse approximation theorems. 
We can ask: is (29) true for an arbitrary system? The answer is that in general 
(29) is not true. Indeed, let us consider the following system. Let T I 0 S 1 be a fixed 
integer. Let 
_ ( 1 cos kx sin kx l00 f 1 „ . . _ , T = \ - = , . - , - — ¿ = - \ = Ck(x), S k (x) l . 
l / 2 a i n fH. J f c = 1 \ y i i t i k = i 
We consider the following system: 
T* = { I / / S F , C l 5 Sx, C„ Sz, ..., C „ 0 _ x , S„a-x, C„0+i, S„0+1, 
C„0+2) S„0+2, ..., Cnl-1, Sn*-1, C„0, S„0, Cn*+1, SnJ+i, 
Cn*+2, 5ns+2, ..., CnJ-i , 5nJ- i , CnJ, CBJ+I, Sn}+i,...}. 
W e have e „ ( r * ) ~ l / ^ n . So the second inequality in (29) is not true for e ~ 1 ( r * ) ~ 
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